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Starting with a microscopic Hamiltonian, we derive the Schrödinger equation of a superconductor with a
vortex. The analysis describes the many-body state of a superconductor as a delocalized superposition of
Bogoliubov-de Gennes mean-field vortex states. Taking a suitable one-band extended Hubbard model as the
microscopic Hamiltonian of electrons in high-Tc compounds, solutions to the vortex Schrödinger equation are
computed. We compute the vortex mass. Tuning the Hamiltonian parameters, we obtain solutions for the case
of an s-wave order parameter and for the d-wave case and consider consequences of order parameter symmetry
for vortex directional motion.
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I. INTRODUCTION

For decades, researchers have studied the motion of vor-
tices in type-II superconductors.1 This motion determines
fundamental characteristics of superconductors, including
critical current and mixed-state resistivity,2 which often dic-
tate their technological usefulness. Because of the compli-
cated nature of a vortex in a superconductor, however, many
aspects of the theoretical understanding of vortex motion
have remained incomplete. In particular, while magnetization
measurements provide evidence that vortices in bulk super-
conductors can move via quantum tunneling, the theory of
this quantum tunneling has been largely phenomenological
in character. The strategy in the literature3–10 has generally
been to develop a classical equation of motion of the vortex
center-of-mass as though a vortex were a point particle.
Then, the equation of motion is expressed using a classical
effective action. Finally, quantum tunneling rates are com-
puted using the effective action. This “point-particle” ap-
proach has the virtue that it is tractable enough to yield ana-
lytical expressions for tunneling exponents and to permit the
incorporation of complications such as dissipation. However,
the correct form of the classical equation of motion has been
a contentious question, and it is difficult to provide a firm
justification for the subsequent quantization of the equation.
Moreover, the result depends upon phenomenological param-
eters in the original equation of motion that are generally
taken from experiment �however, see Ref. 11 and references
therein�.

In this paper, we approach the problem of vortex quantum
motion from a microscopic quantum mechanical perspective.
Our calculations are based on the Nambu-Gorkov equations
of superconductivity; we do not require phenomenological
vortex parameters and do not assume that the vortex can be
treated as a point particle. Because of its microscopic foun-
dation, the theory could potentially provide a foundation for
quantitative, first principles analysis of vortex motion in real
materials. It can also be utilized to address qualitative phe-
nomena that are beyond the reach of effective vortex dynam-
ics models. As a first such application, we consider vortices
in high-Tc superconductors. We compute the vortex mass and
consider consequences of the d-wave nature of the order
parameter12,13 that are difficult at best to analyze in other
approaches.

We focus in this paper upon nondissipative motion, a
topic that has elicited sustained theoretical concern even
without the additional complication of dissipation.14–19 Dis-
sipation would be incorporated in the spirit of Ref. 20.

Our formulation works with the many-body state of a su-
perconductor that has a large number N of electrons. For
simplicity, we assume that the electrons are confined to two
dimensions, which is appropriate for a thin film or possibly a
layered superconductor. To be concrete, in this paper we
adopt the electronic Hamiltonian

H = �
�ij��

− tijcri�
† crj�

− ��
i,�

nri,�
+ U�

i

nri,↓nri,↑

+
V

2 �
�ij�,�,��

nri,�
nrj,�� �1�

that describes the motion of electrons in a square lattice of
sites i within a Cu-O plane of a high-Tc superconductor.21

Here, cri,�
† creates an electron at position ri of spin �; the

number operator nri,�
=cri,�

† cri,�
. The brackets �ij� denote a

sum over nearest neighbor sites. The nearest neighbor tun-
neling matrix elements are given by tij =−t exp�i��e � /
�c��ri

rjA ·dl	, using the Peierls substitution to include the
vector potential A=−Byx̂ of an applied magnetic field in the
z direction. This choice �1� will allow an interesting applica-
tion of our formalism to the case of a d-wave supercon-
ductor. However, it will be evident in what follows that the
formalism can accommodate a general class of Hamilto-
nians.

We denote the N electron vortex state of the supercon-
ductor by �vN�0�� where the 0 symbol indicates that the vor-
tex is at the origin. To study the motion of the vortex, we
consider the dynamics of the Hamiltonian in a basis of
vortex states 
�vN�����, constructed by translating �vN�0��
to all possible positions � in the lattice. The translations
are achieved using a translation operator T��� : �vN����
�T��� �vN�0��.

In this basis, a time-dependent vortex state then takes the
form ���t��=������� , t� �vN�����. While a vortex in Bog-
oliubov-de Gennes theory is an object localized at a single
point, we now study its quantum dynamics by forming an
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entirely delocalized vortex state. This is analogous to study-
ing electron dynamics in a solid by forming a traveling
Bloch wave of superposed Wannier states. To study vortex
dynamics, we would like to evolve our state using the time-
dependent Schrödinger equation

H���t�� = i �
d

dt
���t�� . �2�

To understand the evolution, in the usual way we can first
compute the energy eigenstates ���=�������� �vN����� of the
time-independent Schrödinger equation �H−E� ���=0. In our
basis, this equation is

�
��

�vN����H − E�vN���������� = 0. �3�

It is important to emphasize that we are not making a
phenomenological point-particle assumption about the vortex
coordinate � when we deal with states of the form �vN����.
As is shown in Ref. 22, the vortex states satisfy variational
minimization conditions; they are just low energy states of a
superconductor in a magnetic field. Thus, our basis simply
comprises the low-energy Hilbert space of the microscopic
Hamiltonian. Physically, this basis is a natural choice for
describing a superconductor with a moving vortex.

By carefully constructing the basis and analyzing its prop-
erties, we are able to solve the many-body Schrödinger equa-
tion �3�. The construction of the basis is detailed in Sec. II. In
Sec. III, we then derive formulas that enable us to evaluate
the Hamiltonian matrix elements �vN��� �H �vN����� and the
overlap �vN��� �vN�����, keeping in mind that the states in
our basis are not orthogonal. These matrix elements seem to
require 2N dimensional many-body integrals, which can be-
come intractable for even relatively small N. In this paper,
we provide tractable and somewhat intuitive forms for them
by describing �vN���� using the mean-field, Nambu-Gorkov
equations of superconductivity.26 �Of course, a solution to �3�
is then a delocalized superposition ���=�������� �vN����� of
mean-field states, so that our approach cannot be derived
within mean-field theory.	 In Sec. IV the matrix elements are
evaluated numerically and the resulting Schrödinger equa-
tion �3� is studied. We compute the vortex mass and consider
the effects of d-wave order parameter symmetry on vortex
tunneling. The stability of the computation is also verified.
Section V consists of concluding remarks.

II. BASIS OF VORTEX STATES

A. Bogoliubov-de Gennes theory

The Bogoliubov-de Gennes equations provide a good de-
scription of the state �v�0�� of a superconductor that has a
vortex at the origin and is in contact with a particle bath.
This state can be well characterized using mean-field theory
and the N electron state �vN�0�� can be obtained from it by
projection �vN�0��= PN �v�0��. Minimization of the expecta-
tion value of the Hamiltonian22 leads to the Bogoliubov-de
Gennes equations

�
j
�− tij − ��ij� 	ij

	ij
† �tij

* + ��ij�
�ujn

v jn
� = Enuin

vin
� , �4�

where � is the chemical potential and where 	ij is the pair
potential. We have omitted a Hartree-Fock potential along
the diagonal since it should not play an important role in
distinguishing the superconducting state from the normal
state. We solve these equations numerically on a real-space
lattice of size Lx
Ly and lattice constant a following Wang
and MacDonald.21 �See also Refs. 23–25 for an elegant al-
ternate approach to solving the Bogoliubov-de Gennes prob-
lem in the vortex state.� This entails diagonalizing an No

No matrix where No=2LxLy /a2 and the factor of 2 reflects
the two components u and v in �4�. Physically, No is the
number of single-particle states in the system including a
factor of 2 for spin. For the Hamiltonian �1�, the pair poten-
tial self-consistency equation is

	ij = �
n

U�ri,rj
uinvnj

† +
V

2
�̃ri,rj

�uinvnj
† + ujnvni

† � , �5�

where

�̃ri,rj
= �ri−ax̂,rj

+ �ri−ax̂,rj−Lxx̂+ �ri+ax̂,rj
+ �ri+ax̂,rj+Lxx̂

+ �ri−aŷ,rj
+ �ri−aŷ,rj−Lyŷe

i��B/�o�xiLy

+ �ri+aŷ,rj
+ �ri+aŷ,rj+Lyŷe

−i��B/�o�xiLy

ensures that ri and r j are nearest neighbors in the square
lattice, taking into account �magnetic� periodic boundary
conditions with magnetic phase factors. �The form of the
magnetic phase factors follows from the discussion below
of the magnetic translation operator.� Given the solution to
�4�, quasiparticle destruction operators n,s are defined by
the equations cri,s=1

† =�nn,s=1
† uin−n,s=−1vni

* and cri,s=−1
†

=�nn,s=−1
† uin+n,s=1vni

* following the conventions in Ref.
21. Then, the vortex state satisfies n �v�0��=0.

B. Nambu-Gorkov Green’s functions

Once we have the Bogoliubov-de Gennes mean-field so-
lution that characterizes �v�0��, the result can be conveniently
expressed using Green’s functions. We define Gs,s��ri ,r j , t�
=−�v�0� �T
dri,s

�t�, drj,s�
† �t�=0�� �v�0�� using a particle-hole

transformation from the usual electron destruction operators
to dr,s=1=cr,s=1 and dr,s=−1=cr,s=−1

† . For times t�0, we find
that

 G1,1�ri,r j,t� G1,−1�ri,r j,t�
G−1,1�ri,r j,t� G−1,−1�ri,r j,t�

�=�
n
uni

*

vni
* ��ujnv jn�e−iEnt/�.

�6�

Since the spatial coordinate ranges over No /2=LxLy /a2

points and the spin coordinate ranges over two possibilities,
at each instant of time Gs,s��ri ,r j , t� is an No
No matrix
indexed by row �i ,s� and column �j ,s��.

C. Magnetic translation operator

The vortex state �vN���� is obtained by translating �vN�0��,
which contains a vortex at the origin. Because an external
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vector potential A�r�=−Byx̂ breaks the translational symme-
try in the tunneling elements tij of �1�, it is necessary to use
magnetic translation operators.27,28 For single-particle wave
functions, magnetic translation operators ���� are defined by
������r�=ei��B/�o��y�x−�x/2���r−�� where �o=hc /2 �e� is the
superconducting flux quantum.28 These operators are chosen
so that they commute with the Hamiltonian. It is therefore
possible for an eigenstate of the Hamiltonian to be a simul-
taneous eigenstate of ��Lxx̂� or of ��Lyŷ�. Moreover, an
eigenstate of the Hamiltonian can be a simultaneous eigen-
state of both ��Lxx̂� and ��Lyŷ� as long as ���Lxx̂� ,��Lyŷ�	
=0. This commutator vanishes provided that ei��B/�o�LyLx =1,
which means that the flux through the system satisfies
BLyLx=2n�o for n an integer. The eigenvalue equations be-
come Born-von Karman-type boundary conditions
��Lxx̂���r�=��r� and ��Lyx̂���r�=��r� if we require unit
eigenvalues.

Using the translation operator ����, we would like to be
able to operate upon an eigenstate ��r� of the Hamiltonian
that satisfies the boundary conditions and obtain another
eigenstate of the Hamiltonian that satisfies the boundary con-
ditions. This requires that ����� ,��Lxx̂�	= ����� ,��Lyŷ�	=0.
The commutators vanish provided that ei��B/�o�Ly�x

=ei��B/�o�Lx�y =1. In order to permit the smallest translations
�= ±ax̂ and �= ±aŷ, it is necessary that the system be large
enough so that Lx and Ly satisfy BLya=2ny�o and BLxa
=2nx�o for integral nx and ny. In this case, our Born-
von Karman boundary conditions ��Lxx̂���r�=��r−Lxx̂�
=��r� and ��Lyŷ���r�=ei��B/�o�Lyx��r−Lyŷ�=��r−Lyŷ�
=��r� become the usual periodic boundary conditions. If it is
not feasible to calculate using such large systems, as long as
BLyLx=2n�o for n one can get results by approximating
that the system characteristics are constant throughout the
magnetic Brillouin zone.

Having derived these conditions on the system size, we
now need to generalize ���� to an operator T��� that takes a
many-body state ��r1 , . . . ,rN� to �ie

i��B/�o��y�xi−�x/2���r1

−� , . . . ,rN−��. In creation operator notation, we want

T���cr1−�,s1

† cr2−�,s2

†
¯ crn−�,sn

†

= ei��B/�o��y�x1−�x/2�cr1,s1

†
¯ ei��B/�o��y�xn−�x/2�crn,sn

†

for arbitrary n. A form that works for arbitrary n is

T��� = �
R,S

�CR,SCR,S
† + cR,S

† CR,S�


�r,s
�cr−�,scr−�,s

† + ei��B/�o��y�x−�x/2�Cr,s
† cr−�,s� .

In this expression we have introduced fermionic operators of
the form Cr,s

† that create electrons in a fictitious auxiliary
space. Inspecting the form of T��� from right to left, we see
that it considers each location r−� ,s in the lattice. If an
electron is present, that electron is placed in the auxiliary
space at r ,s, and its state is multiplied by the magnetic phase
factor ei��B/�o��y�x−�x/2�. If no electron is present, nothing is
done. Once every location has been considered, the electrons
are simply carried from the auxiliary space back to the origi-
nal space, emptying the auxiliary space once again. �The

auxiliary space is necessary because one cannot directly shift
an electron from r−� to r without first placing any electrons
already in r into some kind of holding box.�

Making a particle-hole transformation on the electron op-
erators and also on the “holding-space” operators �DR,1
=CR,1 and DR,−1=CR,−1

† �, we find

T��� = �±1��x�y/a2�
R

DR,−1
† �

R,S
�DR,SDR,S

† + dR,S
† DR,S�


�
r,s

�dr−�,sdr−�,s
† + eis��B/�o��y�x−�x/2�Dr,s

† dr−�,s�


�
r

Dr,−1, �7�

as is derived in Appendix A. To obtain the leading phase
factor, we have written �ei��B/2�o��y�x�LxLy/a2

= �±1��y�x/a2
with

the sign depending upon whether ei��B/2�o�LxLy = +1 or −1. In
any case, the factor can be absorbed into the definition of the
vortex state if desired, as �v������±1��y�x/a2

T��� �v�0��, and
can therefore be omitted from the translation operator.

Knowing T��� and �v�0��, it is possible to construct the
basis of vortex states 
�vN�����. One needs only to have a
way to apply a number projection29 to obtain �vN�0��
= PN �v�0��. It is particularly convenient to incorporate the
projection operator PN into T��� as follows:

T���PN =� d�

2�
e−iN��

R,S
�CR,SCR,S

† + cR,S
† CR,S�


�
r,s

�cr−�,scr−�,s
† + ei��+��B/�o��y�x−�x/2�	Cr,s

† cr−�,s�

since the integral selects out terms with exactly N destruction
operators cr−�,s. The particle-hole transformation is executed
for T���PN just as for T���. An additional phase factor
ei�No/2�� arises

T���PN = �±1��x�y/a2�
R

DR,−1
† �

R,S
�DR,SDR,S

† + dR,S
† DR,S�


� d�

2�
ei�No/2−N���

r,s
�dr−�,sdr−�,s

†

+ eis��+��B/�o��y�x−�x/2�	Dr,s
† dr−�,s��

r
Dr,−1, �8�

where we have used the fact that LxLy /a2=No /2.

III. MATRIX ELEMENTS

A. Determinent formulas

Having derived the forms of T��� and T���PN, one
can evaluate the overlap matrix element �vN��� �vN�����
= �vN��� � PN

† T†���T����PN �vN����� and the Hamilton-
ian matrix element �vN��� �H �vN�����
= �vN��� � PN

† T†���HT����PN �vN����� that appear in Eq. �3�.
Since PN is a projection operator satisfying PN

† PN= PN,
we can simplify PN

† T†���T����PN=T†���T����PN
† PN

=T†���T����PN. This reduces the overlap matrix element to
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�vN��� �vN�����= �v�0� �T†���T����PN �v�0��. Similarly, the
Hamiltonian matrix element is �vN��� �H �vN�����
= �v�0� �T†���HT����PN �v�0��.

The overlap can be evaluated by invoking the forms �7�
and �8� and performing a cumbersome Wick’s theorem cal-
culation. The argument is presented in detail in Appendix B;
here we present the result

�vN����vN����� =� d�

2�
ei�No/2−N�� det M��� , �9�

where we have defined an No
No matrix M indexed by row
�r ,s� and column �r� ,s�� with matrix elements

M����r,s�;�r�,s�� � − Gs,s��r − ��,r� − ��,t = 0+�

+ Gs,s��r − ��,r� − �,t = 0−�


 eis�
�+��B/�o���y��x�−�x�/2�−�y�x�−�x/2�	�.

�10�

An intuitive interpretation of the results �9� and �10� can
be obtained by analogy to a simpler case. Imagine that the
magnetic field were absent and that �vN�0�� were, instead of a
superconducting vortex state, a Hartree-Fock state of N spin-
less fermions in a Hilbert space of total dimension No

N. In
that case, �vN�0�� would be a Slater determinant of N orbitals,
�n�r� �n=1, . . . ,N� drawn from a complete, orthonormal ba-
sis of No orbitals, �n�r� �n=1, . . . ,No�. It would follow from
the definition of the Slater determinant that �vN��� �vN�����
=det Z, for Z an N
N matrix of overlap integrals Zm,n
=�dr�m

* �r−���n�r−���. We can show that det Z=det M
where M is a No
No matrix with elements

Mr,r� = − G�ri − ��,r� − ��,t = 0+� + G�ri − ��,r� − �,t = 0−�

�11�

containing the retarded and advanced Green’s func-
tions G�r ,r� , t=0−�=�n�N�n�r��n

*�r�� and G�r ,r� , t=0+�
=−�n�N

No �n�r��n
*�r��. To demonstrate that det Z=det M, we

simply make a unitary transformation U from the real space
basis to the � basis by taking Ur,n��n�r−���. One finds that
U†MU= Z̃ where

Z̃ = �� dr �m
* �r − ���n�r − ��� , n = 1, . . . ,N ,

�m,n, n = N + 1, . . . ,No
�

using the sum form above of the Green’s functions. Writing

out Z and Z̃ one readily sees that det Z=det Z̃ so that

det Z=det Z̃=det U†MU=det M.
We conclude that

�vN����vN����� = det M �12�

which together with �11� is clearly reminiscent of �9� and
�10�, although the latter are more complicated because they
also incorporate a magnetic field and integrate to effect a
number projection PN. The formula �11� has an intuitive ap-
peal, since the G�r−�� ,r�−� , t=0−� part of M translates the
N occupied orbitals in �vN����� from �� to � while the

−G�r−�� ,r�−�� , t=0+� part leaves the No−N unoccupied
orbitals untranslated.

Terms required for computing the Hamiltonian matrix el-
ement �vN��� �H �vN�����= �v�0� �T†���HT����PN �v�0�� are
computed in Appendix C. Considering the form of the
Hamiltonian �1�, the following formulas are sufficient:

�vN����dr1,s1

† dr2,s2
�vN�����

=� d�

2�
ei�No/2−N�� det M�dr1,s1

† dr2,s2
,�� ,

�vN����dr1,s1

† dr1,s1
�vN�����

=� d�

2�
ei�No/2−N�� det M�dr1,s1

† dr1,s1
,�� ,

�vN����dr1,s1

† dr1,s1
dr2,s2

† dr2,s2
�vN�����

=� d�

2�
ei�No/2−N�� det M�dr1,s1

† dr1,s1
dr2,s2

† dr2,s2
,�� ,

�13�

where �r1 ,s1�� �r2 ,s2� and where

M�dr1,s1

† dr2,s2
,���r,s�;�r�,s��

� M����r,s�;�r�,s���1 − ��r�,s��;�r2,s2��

+ Gs,s1
�r − ��,r1 − �,t = 0−�


 eis1
�+��B/�o���y��x1−�x�/2�−�y�x1−�x/2�	�


���r�,s��;�r2,s2� − ��r�,s��;�r1,s1�� ,

M�dr1,s1

† dr1,s1
,���r,s�;�r�,s��

� M����r,s�;�r�,s��

+ Gs,s��r − ��,r� − ��,t = 0+���r�,s��;�r1,s1�,

M�dr1,s1

† dr1,s1
dr2,s2

† dr2,s2
,���r,s�;�r�,s��

� M����r,s�;�r�,s�� + Gs,s��r − ��,r� − ��,t = 0+�


���r�,s��;�r1,s1� + ��r�,s��;�r2,s2�� . �14�

Equations �1�, �3�, �9�, �10�, �13�, and �14� provide the ingre-
dients for a microscopic calculation of quantum vortex dy-
namics. We stress that, although the formulas are compli-
cated in appearance, intuitive insight into their form has been
provided from the Hartree-Fock case. Most importantly, they
are attractive and manageable from a computational stand-
point. Each of these equations expresses a many-body matrix
element as the integral over � of the determinant of an No

No matrix that depends upon �. They replace unmanage-
able 2N dimensional many-body integrals for �vN��� �vN�����
and �vN��� �H �vN����� with determinants and a single dimen-
sional integral. The result is a computationally tractable for-
malism evaluated below for N up to 310.
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B. Translational behavior of matrix elements

The position dependence of the matrix elements can be
simplified. We focus upon the overlap. As found in Sec. II C,
the system obeys periodic boundary conditions on the Lx

Ly lattice. We can therefore shift the value of r in matrix
element �14� by Lxx̂ or by Lyŷ without changing the value of
the matrix element. Thus, in the matrix M we can think of
the x component of r as running not from a , . . . ,�x�
−a ,�x� , . . . ,Lx but instead as running from �Lx+a� , . . . , �Lx

+�x�−a� ,�x� , . . . ,Lx. Similarly, the y component can be made
to run from �Ly +a� , . . . , �Ly +�y�−a� ,�y� , . . . ,Ly. We can do
the same thing to the column index r�. Then, without chang-
ing the value of det M, we can reorder the rows and col-
umns so that the x component of r runs from �x� , . . . ,Lx
+�x�, the y component of r runs from �y� , . . . ,Ly +�y� and
similarly for r�.

Thus,

det M����r,s�;�r�,s�� = det M����r+��,s�;�r�+��,s��

where the matrix element

M����r+��,s�;�r�+��,s��

= − Gs,s��r,r�,t = 0+�+ Gs,s��r,r� − � + ��,t = 0−�


eis�
�+��B/�o���y��x�+�x�−�x�/2�−�y�x�+�x�−�x/2�	�.

Defining �̃=�+ ��B /�o���y��x /2−�y�x� /2� as a new variable
of integration, we find that

�vN����vN����� =� ei�No/2−N���̃−��B/�o���y��x/2−�y�x�/2�	


det�− Gs,s��r,r�,t = 0+�

+ Gs,s��r,r� − � + ��,t = 0−�


 eis�
�̃+��B/�o���y�−�y��x�+��x�−�x�/2	�	
d�̃

2�

=ei�No/2−N���B/�o���y�x�/2−�y��x/2�


�vN�� − ����vN�0�� .

Similarly, we can show that

�vN����H�vN����� = ei�No/2−N���B/�o���y�x�/2−�y��x/2�


�vN�� − ����H�vN�0�� .

Thus, the matrix elements are translationally invariant except
for the presence of a magnetic phase factor. The phase factor
is simply that of system of charge −N �e� moving in a mag-
netic field B, where N is the number of electrons in the
system. �The phase proportional to No /2 is simply an artifact
of the factors of �±1��y�x/a2

introduced into the definition in

Sec. II C above �v������±1��y�x/a2
T��� �v�0��; this phase has

no physical significance and can be removed if the factors
are removed from the definition.	 Our argument did not de-
pend on the detailed form of the Green’s functions so the
conclusion is quite reasonable and generic. And since only
the product of the charge and the magnetic field enter the
phase factor, we can alternatively understand the phase as

describing the force on vortices of charge −�e� each moving
in magnetic field of size n�o, where n is the density of
electrons in the system. Whether effects of this type are best
termed Lorentz forces or Magnus forces has been the subject
of some debate.17 In any case, when one solves the
Schrödinger equation �3� the quantum states of the vortex
will roughly take the form of Landau levels.

Since the vortex states are not orthogonal, it can be con-
venient to transform to an orthogonal basis before solving
�3�. If we define the Hermitian overlap matrix O�,��
= �vN��� �vN�����, the new basis

�b���� = �
��

�O−1/2���,��vN�����

is orthonormal �assuming that the matrix O−1/2 exists�.
In the new basis, the Hamiltonian matrix H�,��
= �vN��� �H �vN�����, becomes O−1/2HO−1/2, and we solve �3�
by simply diagonalizing this new Hamiltonian.

IV. LANDAU LEVEL DESCRIPTION OF VORTEX STATE

This formalism makes is possible to study subtle aspects
of vortex dynamics, such as consequences of dx2−y2-wave
order parameter symmetry in a high-Tc superconductor. We
follow Ref. 21 and solve the Bogoliubov-de Gennes equa-
tions �4� self-consistently, where the parameters t, �, U, and
V in �1� are chosen appropriately for a cuprate with d-wave
order parameter symmetry. We then use our solution to ob-
tain Nambu-Gorkov Green’s functions �6�.

Next, we evaluate the overlap matrix elements using �9�
and �10�. Figure 1 plots the magnitude of the calculated over-
lap ��vN��=Xx̂+Yŷ� �vN�0��� as a function of displacement X
and Y in units of the lattice constant a. Calculations are made
on a 14
28 real-space lattice �No=2
14
28=784�, where
the number N�0.8�No /2��310 of electrons in the super-
conductor is set near optimal doping.21 The results exhibit
Gaussian fall off as a function of distance. As a result, one
can justify neglecting all overlap and Hamiltonian matrix
elements beyond nearest neighbor.

The stability of our overlaps is a concern considering the
instability of normal state overlaps obtained in orthogonality
catastrophe calculations.30,31 The nearest neighbor and next
nearest neighbor overlaps appearing in Fig. 1 do not appear

FIG. 1. Magnitude of the overlap’s logarithm ln � �vN��=Xx̂
+Yŷ� �vN�0��� of two vortex states as a function of displacement
Xx̂+Yŷ between the states. The order parameter of the supercon-
ductor is of the form dx2−y2. Dimensionless lengths are given in
units of lattice constant a.
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to depend sensitively upon the 14
28 lattice size used in the
numerical calculation. To demonstrate this, Fig. 2 displays
the nearest neighbor and next nearest neighbor overlaps for
lattices of increasing size. Note that the magnitude of the
overlap changes little even when the number of electrons
grows by more than a factor of 3. This is not a proof of
stability, but it is an encouraging indicator. Overlaps between
more distant neighbors exhibit more instability as we in-
crease the lattice size, although they fall off with distance as
a Gaussian and therefore are usually much less physically
important.

In order to complete the specification of the time-
independent Schrödinger equation �3�, it is necessary to com-
pute the Hamiltonian matrix elements �vN��� �H �vN�����. Be-
cause of the sums over lattice positions in �1�, the
Hamiltonian matrix element calculations are substantially
more demanding than the overlap calculations of Fig. 1.
Since the results of Fig. 2 suggest that smaller lattices may
yield reasonable results, we proceed using a 8
16 real-
space lattice �No=256�, where the number N�0.8�No /2�
�102 of electrons in the superconductor is set near optimal
doping.

After evaluating the matrix elements �13�, tunneling ma-
trix elements in �3� between nearest neighbor lattice sites
��=��±ax̂ or �=��±aŷ� are found to be of order t
10−1.
�Note that the word “tunneling” is used here to refer to ma-
trix elements between sites on a lattice; it is not intended to
connote tunneling from one side of an applied potential bar-
rier to the other side.� Since the effective mass of a particle
on a lattice is inversely proportional to its tunneling matrix
elements, and since t= �tij� is the magnitude of the tunneling
matrix elements in �1�, the vortex mass is �10 times the
electron mass. This agrees with predictions of order the elec-
tron mass density times the vortex core size discussed in
articles such as Ref. 18. Calculations performed using an
s-wave order parameter yield smaller ��20% smaller� tun-
neling matrix elements than those obtained using an
dx2−y2-wave order parameter. The relative importance of di-
agonal tunneling by �=��±ax̂±aŷ to next nearest neighbors
is enhanced ��20% � in the s-wave case compared to the
dx2−y2-wave case. It appears that the presence of order param-
eter nodes inhibits tunneling along the diagonal. Although

there have been calculations of properties like the vortex
mass in a dx2−y2-wave system �e.g., Ref. 32�, the directional
preference of vortex quantum tunneling in this system has
not been investigated before in the literature to our knowl-
edge. In-depth numerical studies on larger lattices will be
valuable in exploring this observation further.

For some calculations, it may be sufficient to study the
semiclassical limit of our theory of vortex quantum dynam-
ics. We have seen that the vortex Hamiltonian to first ap-
proximation has the form of a charged particle in a magnetic
field. By applying WKB theory to, say, tunneling of this
particle through a barrier, one can obtain a semiclassical de-
scription of the vortex motion. The analysis will then be
comparable to the point-particle approximation of Refs.
3–10.

V. CONCLUDING REMARKS

This paper has presented a microscopic approach to quan-
tum vortex dynamics based upon the Schrödinger equation
�3� and the matrix element formulas �9� and �13�. Applying
this methodology to a reasonable Hamiltonian �1� for one
plane of a cuprate, we have computed a vortex mass on the
order of 10 electron masses. The d-wave symmetry of the
order parameter appears to suppress tunneling along order
parameter nodal lines. Although we have focused on �1�, the
formalism can be applied to tight-binding type Hamiltonians
quite generally. For instance, the formulas �13� permit the
inclusion of a potential �r,sV�r ,s�cr,s

† c of the lattice, with or
without impurities.
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APPENDIX A: PARTICLE-HOLE TRANSFORMATION

It is convenient to introduce a particle-hole transformation
in the translation operator. The S=s=−1 factors in T��� are

�
R

�CR,−1CR,−1
† + cR,−1

† CR,−1��
r

�cr−�,−1cr−�,−1
†

+ ei��B/�o��y�x−�x/2�Cr,−1
† cr−�,−1�

= �
R

CR,−1�
R

�CR,−1
† cR,−1 − CR,−1

† CR,−1�


�
R

cR,−1
† �

r
cr−�,−1ei��B/�o��y�x−�x/2�


�
r

�cr−�,−1
† Cr,−1e−i��B/�o��y�x−�x/2�

− cr−�,−1
† cr−�,−1��

r
Cr,−1

†

FIG. 2. Magnitude of nearest neighbor overlap ��vN��
=aŷ� �vN�0��� and next nearest neighbor overlap ��vN��=ax̂
+aŷ� �vN�0��� for calculations on lattices of increasing size, with
s-wave and dx2−y2-wave order parameters.
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=�ei��B/2�o��y�x�LxLy/a2�
R

CR,−1


�
R

�CR,−1
† CR,−1 + cR,−1CR,−1

† �


�
r

�cr−�,−1
† cr−�,−1

+ e−i��B/�o��y�x−�x/2�Cr,−1cr−�,−1
† ��

r
Cr,−1

† .

The phase factor at the beginning arises since our boundary
conditions imply

�
r

cr−�,−1ei��B/�o��y�x−�x/2�

= �
r

cr,−1ei��B/�o��y�x+�x/2�

= �
r

cr,−1�ei��B/2�o��y�x�LxLy/a2�
x

ei��B/�o��yx�Ly/a

and this last factor is unity �xe
i��B/�o�Lya�yx/a2

=�x�1��yx/a2

=1. A particle-hole transformation then leads to �7�.

APPENDIX B: OVERLAP MATRIX ELEMENTS

We derive here the overlap matrix elements equations �9� and �10�. Inserting �7� and �8�, we note that

�vN����vN����� = �v�0��T†���T����PN�v�0��

=� d�

2�
ei�No/2−N���v�0���

r
Dr,−1

† ��
r,s

�dr−�,sdr−�,s
† + e−is��B/�o��y�x−�x/2�dr−�,s

† Dr,s��
R,S

�DR,SDR,S
† + DR,S

† dR,S�


�
R

DR,−1��
R�

DR�,−1
† � �

R�,S�

�DR�,S�DR�,S�
† + dR�,S�

† DR�,S��


 �
r�,s�

�dr�−��,s�dr�−��,s�
† + eis���+��B/�o��y��x�−�x�/2�	Dr�,s�

† dr�−��,s���
r�

Dr�,−1��v�0�� .

To evaluate this, we start by noticing that the middle factors ��RDR,−1���R�DR�,−1
† � give unity when acting to the left or the

right. With these operators eliminated, we consider the new middle factors

�
R,S

�DR,SDR,S
† + DR,S

† dR,S� �
R�,S�

�DR�,S�DR�,S�
† + dR�,S�

† DR�,S��=�
R,S

�DR,SDR,S
† + dR,S

† DR,S + DR,S
† dR,S + DR,S

† DR,SdR,SdR,S
† � → 1

since dR,S yields zero when it acts to the right, dR,S
† yields zero when it acts to the left, and dR,SdR,S

† yields unity. This leaves

�vN����vN����� =� d�

2�
ei�No/2−N���v�0���

r
Dr,−1

† ��
r,s

�dr−�,sdr−�,s
† + e−is��B/�o��y�x−�x/2�dr−�,s

† Dr,s�


 �
r�,s�

�dr�−��,s�dr�−��,s�
† + eis���+��B/�o��y��x�−�x�/2�	Dr�,s�

† dr�−��,s���
r�

Dr�,−1��v�0��

=� d�

2�
ei�No/2−N���v�0���

r
Dr,−1

† ��
r,s

�1 + e−is��B/�o��y�x−�x/2�dr−�,s
† Dr,s�


 �
r�,s�

�dr�−��,s�dr�−��,s�
† + eis���+��B/�o��y��x�−�x�/2�	Dr�,s�

† dr�−��,s���
r�

Dr�,−1��v�0�� .

We can expand the first product over r ,s as a sum

=� d�

2�
ei�No/2−N���v�0���

r
Dr,−1

† �

�

n=0

No

�
�r1,s1�;. . .;�rn,sn�

�e−is1��B/�o��y�x1−�x/2�dr1−�,s1

† Dr1,s1
¯ e−isn��B/�o��y�xn−�x/2�drn−�,sn

† Drn,sn
�


 �
r�,s�

�dr�−��,s�dr�−��,s�
† + eis���+��B/�o��y��x�−�x�/2�	Dr�,s�

† dr�−��,s���
r�

Dr�,−1��v�0�� ,
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where the locations �r1 ,s1� , . . . , �rn ,sn� in the sum are all distinct and where only one of the n! permutations of these locations
contributes to the sum.

The operator Dri,si
must be paired with Dri,si

† or it will annihilate the state ��r�Dr�,−1� �v�0��. The result is

=� d�

2�
ei�No/2−N���

n=0

No

�
r1,s1;. . .;rn,sn

�v�0���e−is1��B/�o��y�x1−�x/2�dr1−�,s1

†
¯ e−isn��B/�o��y�xn−�x/2�drn−�,sn

† �


�eis1��+��B/�o��y��x1−�x�/2�	dr1−��,s1
¯ eisn��+��B/�o��y��xn−�x�/2�	drn−��,sn

�


�drn+1−��,sn+1
drn+1−��,sn+1

†
¯ drNo

−��,sNo
drNo

−��,sNo

† ��v�0�� .

Invoking Wick’s theorem, this leaves us with a sum over permutations P,

=� d�

2�
ei�No/2−N���

P

�− 1�P�
n=0

No

�
r1,s1;. . .;rn,sn

�eis1
�+��B/�o���y��x1−�x�/2�−�y�x1−�x/2�	�


�v�0��dr1−�,s1

† drP1
−��,sP1

�v�0�� ¯ eisn
�+��B/�o���y��xn−�x�/2�−�y�xn−�x/2�	��v�0��drn−�,sn

† drPn
−��,sPn

�v�0���


�v�0��drPn+1−��,sPn+1
drn+1−��,sn+1

† �v�0�� ¯ �v�0��drPNo
−��,sPNo

drNo
−��,sNo

† �v�0��

=� d�

2�
ei�No/2−N���

P

�− 1�P�
i

�eisi
�+��B/�o���y��xi−�x�/2�−�y�xi−�x/2�	��v�0��dri−�,si

† drPi
−��,sPi

�v�0��

+ �v�0��drPi
−��,sPi

dri−��,si

† �v�0���

=� d�

2�
ei�No/2−N�� det�Gs,s��r − ��,r� − �,t = 0−�eis�
�+��B/�o���y��x�−�x�/2�−�y�x�−�x/2�	�

− Gs,s��r − ��,r� − ��,t = 0+�	 .

The symbol �−1�P is +1 for even permutations and −1 for odd permutations. In the second to last equality, the sum over
permutations is written as a determinant. The result �9� follows from definition �10� of M.

APPENDIX C: HAMILTONIAN MATRIX ELEMENTS

The analysis of �vN��� �vN����� can be extended to yield Hamiltonian matrix element formulas �13� and �14�,

�vN����H�vN����� = �
�ij��

− tij�vN����cri�
† crj�

�vN����� − ��
i,�

�vN����nri,�
�vN�����+ U�

i

�vN����nri,↓nri,↑�vN�����

+
V

2 �
�ij�,�,��

�vN����nri,�
nrj,���vN�����

=�
�ij�

− tij�vN����dri,↑
† drj,↑ − dri,↓

† drj,↓�vN�����− ��
i

�vN����dri,↑
† dri,↑ + 1 − dri,↓

† dri,↓�vN�����

+ U�
i

�vN�����1 − dri,↓
† dri,↓�dri,↑

† dri,↑�vN�����+ V�
�ij�

�vN�����1 − dri,↓
† dri,↓ + dri,↑

† dri,↑�


�1 − drj,↓
† drj,↓ + drj,↑

† drj,↑��vN����� .

The first needed matrix element is

�vN����dr1,s1

† dr1,s1
�vN����� = � d�

2�
ei�No/2−N���v�0���

r
Dr,−1

† ��
r,s

�dr−�,sdr−�,s
† + e−is��B/�o��y�x−�x/2�dr−�,s

† Dr,s�


�
R,S

�DR,SDR,S
† + DR,S

† dR,S��
R

DR,−1�dr1,s1

† dr1,s1�
R�

DR�,−1
† � �

R�,S�

�DR�,S�DR�,S�
† + dR�,S�

† DR�,S��


 �
r�,s�

�dr�−��,s�dr�−��,s�
† + eis���+��B/�o��y��x�−�x�/2�	Dr�,s�

† dr�−��,s���
r�

Dr�,−1��v�0��
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=� d�

2�
ei�No/2−N���v�0���

r
Dr,−1

† ��
r,s

�1 + e−is��B/�o��y�x−�x/2�dr−�,s
† Dr,s�Dr1,s1

† Dr1,s1


 �
r�,s�

�dr�−��,s�dr�−��,s�
† + eis���+��B/�o��y��x�−�x�/2�	Dr�,s�

† dr�−��,s���
r�

Dr�,−1��v�0��

=� d�

2�
ei�No/2−N���

P

�− 1�P�ei
�+��B/�o���y��x1−�x�/2�−�y�x1−�x/2�	��v�0��dr1−�,s1

† drP1
−��,sP1

�v�0���


 �
ri,si�r1,s1

�eisi
�+��B/�o���y��xi−�x�/2�−�y�xi−�x/2�	��v�0��dri−�,si

† drPi
−��,sPi

�v�0��

+ �v�0��drPi
−��,sPi

dri−��,si

† �v�0���

=� d�

2�
ei�No/2−N���

P

�− 1�P�GsP1
,s1

�rP1
− ��,r1 − �,t = 0−�eis1
�+��B/�o���y��x1−�x�/2�−�y�x1−�x/2�	�	


 �
ri,si�r1,s1

�GsPi
,si

�rPi
− ��,ri − �,t = 0−�eisi
�+��B/�o���y��xi−�x�/2�−�y�xi−�x/2�	�

− GsPi
,si

�rPi
− ��,ri − ��,t = 0+��1 − ��ri,si�;�r1,s1��	

=� d�

2�
ei�No/2−N�� det�Gs,s��r − ��,r� − �,t = 0−�eis�
�+��B/�o���y��x�−�x�/2�−�y�x�−�x/2�	�

− Gs,s��r − ��,r� − ��,t = 0+��1 − ��r�,s��;�r1,s1��	 .

Almost identical reasoning yields the two-body matrix element,

�vN����dr1,s1

† dr1,s1
dr2,s2

† dr2,s2
�vN�����

=� d�

2�
ei�No/2−N���v�0���

r
Dr,−1

† ��
r,s

�dr−�,sdr−�,s
† + e−is��B/�o��y�x−�x/2�dr−�,s

† Dr,s��
R,S

�DR,SDR,S
† + DR,S

† dR,S�


�
R

DR,−1�dr1,s1

† dr1,s1
dr2,s2

† dr2,s2�
R�

DR�,−1
† � �

R�,S�

�DR�,S�DR�,S�
† + dR�,S�

† DR�,S��


 �
r�,s�

�dr�−��,s�dr�−��,s�
† + eis���+��B/�o��y��x�−�x�/2�	Dr�,s�

† dr�−��,s���
r�

Dr�,−1��v�0��

=� d�

2�
ei�No/2−N���v�0���

r
Dr,−1

† ��
r,s

�1 + e−is��B/�o��y�x−�x/2�dr−�,s
† Dr,s�Dr1,s1

† Dr1,s1
Dr2,s2

† Dr2,s2


 �
r�,s�

�dr�−��,s�dr�−��,s�
† + eis���+��B/�o��y��x�−�x�/2�	Dr�,s�

† dr�−��,s���
r�

Dr�,−1��v�0��

=� d�

2�
ei�No/2−N���v�0���

r
Dr,−1

† � �
�r,s���r1,s1�,�r2,s2�

�1 + e−is��B/�o��y�x−�x/2�dr−�,s
† Dr,s�


eis1
�+��B/�o���y��x1−�x�/2�−�y�x1−�x/2�	�dr1−�,s1

† dr1−��,s1
eis2
�+��B/�o���y��x2−�x�/2�−�y�x2−�x/2�	�dr2−�,s2

† dr2−��,s2


 �
�r�,s����r1,s1�,�r2,s2�

�dr�−��,s�dr�−��,s�
† + eis���+��B/�o��y��x�−�x�/2�	Dr�,s�

† dr�−��,s���
r�

Dr�,−1��v�0��

=� d�

2�
ei�No/2−N���

P

�− 1�P�GsP1
,s1

�rP1
− ��,r1 − �,t = 0−�eis1
�+��B/�o���y��x1−�x�/2�−�y�x1−�x/2�	�	


�GsP2
,s2

�rP2
− ��,r2 − �,t = 0−�eis2
�+��B/�o���y��x2−�x�/2�−�y�x2−�x/2�	�	 �

ri,si��r1,s1�,�r2,s2�
�GsPi

,si
�rPi

− ��,ri − �,t = 0−�


eisi
�+��B/�o���y��xi−�x�/2�−�y�xi−�x/2�	� − GsPi
,si

�rPi
− ��,ri − ��,t = 0+��1 − ��ri,si�;�r1,s1��	
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=� d�

2�
ei�No/2−N�� det�Gs,s��r − ��,r� − �,t = 0−�eis�
�+��B/�o���y��x�−�x�/2�−�y�x�−�x/2�	�

− Gs,s��r − ��,r� − ��,t = 0+��1 − ��r�,s��;�r1,s1� − ��r�,s��;�r2,s2��	 .

The final needed matrix element is more subtle,

�vN����dr1,s1

† dr2,s2
�vN�����

=� d�

2�
ei�No/2−N���v�0���

r
Dr,−1

† ��
r,s

�dr−�,sdr−�,s
† + e−is��B/�o��y�x−�x/2�dr−�,s

† Dr,s�


�
R,S

�DR,SDR,S
† + DR,S

† dR,S��
R

DR,−1�dr1,s1

† dr2,s2�
R�

DR�,−1
† � �

R�,S�

�DR�,S�DR�,S�
† + dR�,S�

† DR�,S��


 �
r�,s�

�dr�−��,s�dr�−��,s�
† + eis���+��B/�o��y��x�−�x�/2�	Dr�,s�

† dr�−��,s���
r�

Dr�,−1��v�0��

=� d�

2�
ei�No/2−N���v�0���

r
Dr,−1

† ��
r,s

�1 + e−is��B/�o��y�x−�x/2�dr−�,s
† Dr,s�Dr1,s1

† Dr2,s2


 �
r�,s�

�dr�−��,s�dr�−��,s�
† + eis���+��B/�o��y��x�−�x�/2�	Dr�,s�

† dr�−��,s���
r�

Dr�,−1��v�0��

=� d�

2�
ei�No/2−N���v�0���

r
Dr,−1

† � �
�r,s���r1,s1�

�1 + e−is��B/�o��y�x−�x/2�dr−�,s
† Dr,s�e−is1��B/�o��y�x1−�x/2�dr1−�,s1

†


eis2��+��B/�o��y��x2−�x�/2�	dr2−��,s2 �
�r�,s����r2,s2�

�dr�−��,s�dr�−��,s�
† + eis���+��B/�o��y��x�−�x�/2�	Dr�,s�

† dr�−��,s���
r�

Dr�,−1��v�0��

=� d�

2�
ei�No/2−N���v�0���

r
Dr,−1

† � �
�r,s���r1,s1�,�r2,s2�

�1 + e−is��B/�o��y�x−�x/2�dr−�,s
† Dr,s�


e−is1��B/�o��y�x1−�x/2�dr1−�,s1

† eis2��+��B/�o��y��x2−�x�/2�	dr2−��,s2
dr1−��,s1

dr1−��,s1

†


 �
�r�,s����r1,s1�,�r2,s2�

�dr�−��,s�dr�−��,s�
† + eis���+��B/�o��y��x�−�x�/2�	Dr�,s�

† dr�−��,s���
r�

Dr�,−1��v�0�� .

The creation operators show up here in a different way than in the matrix element �vN��� �vN�����. The operators dr1−��,s1

† and

dr1−�,s1

† get multiplied in the product rather than appearing in different terms, while dr2−��,s2

† and dr2−�,s2

† are both absent. All the
destruction operators dri−��,si

, on the other hand, arise in the usual fashion. We therefore see that

=� d�

2�
ei�No/2−N��eis2��+��B/�o��y��x2−�x�/2�	e−is1��+��B/�o��y��x1−�x�/2�	�

P

�− 1�P


 �ei
�+��B/�o���y��x1−�x�/2�−�y�x1−�x/2�	��v�0��dr1−�,s1

† drP2
−��,sP2

�v�0�����v�0��drP1
−��,sP1

dr1−��,s1

† �v�0���


 �
ri,si��r1,s1�,�r2,s2�

�eisi
�+��B/�o���y��xi−�x�/2�−�y�xi−�x/2�	��v�0��dri−�,si

† drPi
−��,sPi

�v�0�� + �v�0��drPi
−��,sPi

dri−��,si

† �v�0��� ,

where P is a permutation of the No locations �ri ,si�. Finally,

=� d�

2�
ei�No/2−N��eis2��+��B/�o��y��x2−�x�/2�	e−is1��+��B/�o��y��x1−�x�/2�	�

P

�− 1�P�GsP2
,s1

�rP2
− ��,r1 − �,t = 0−�


eis1
�+��B/�o���y��x1−�x�/2�−�y�x1−�x/2�	�	�− GsP1
,s1

�rP1
− ��,r1 − ��,t = 0+�	


 �
ri,si��r1,s1�,�r2,s2�

�GsPi
,si

�rPi
− ��,ri − �,t = 0−�eisi
�+��B/�o���y��xi−�x�/2�−�y�xi−�x/2�	� − GsPi

,si
�rPi

− ��,ri − ��,t = 0+�	

=� d�

2�
ei�No/2−N��det
Gs,s1

�r − ��,r1 − �,t = 0−�eis1
�+��B/�o���y��x1−�x�/2�−�y�x1−�x/2�	���r�,s��;�r2,s2�
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− Gs,s��r − ��,r� − ��,t = 0+���r�,s��;�r1,s1� + �Gs,s��r − ��,r� − �,t = 0−�eis�
�+��B/�o���y��x�−�x�/2�−�y�x�−�x/2�	�

− Gs,s��r − ��,r� − ��,t = 0+�	�1 − ��r�,s��;�r1,s1� − ��r�,s��;�r2,s2��� .

The matrix element formulas �13� arise upon definition of the matrices �14�. Very similar arguments to the ones presented in
this appendix should allow the evaluation of other matrix elements should they be required for a microscopic Hamiltonian
other than �1�.
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